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The SAM-Insights system 

Due to the rapid development of information 

technology and increasing complexity of IT 

systems and software licensing, appropriate 

recording of hardware and software assets 

without a specific software asset manage-

ment application is almost impossible. 

The features of SAM-Insights software asset 

management system were specified by our 

professionals with many years of experience 

in the field of software licensing and software 

asset management audits. Beyond collection 

of software and hardware data from work-

stations and servers, this application provides 

unique means to address the complexity of li-

censing and to help software record-keeping 

which indeed makes the daily processes of 

SAM in enterprise environments efficient. 

Based on our experience, successful software 

inventory management mostly depends on 

conscious license management, and plan-

ning. These can be founded by completeness 

of data collection, adequacy of application 

identification and accuracy of handling li-

cense features (requiring different methods 

vendor by vendor). Therefore, these three 

fields have been identified as key factors 

when developing our system. 

Specialties of Oracle audits 

The audit of Oracle Database products is differ-

ent from that of software products identified 

upon installation files: first, license need is not 

solely defined by installed functions, but inter-

nal configurations, and hardware environment 

are also calculated. Moreover, they are typi-

cally used in Linux or UNIX environment. 

The intensive audit activity of Oracle, and – 

based on most users’ opinion – its opaque li-

cense terms carry considerable financial risk in 

case of non-compliant usage. At the same 

time, Oracle licenses may make up a signifi-

cant part of software assets in corporate envi-

ronment, so there is a significant demand for 

supporting and automating software asset 

management tasks. 

SAM-Insights for Oracle (ORCA) tool 

The ORCA tool was configured and developed 

based on the specialties described above, and 

is offered from 30-50 Oracle DB servers as indi-

vidual solution or integrated with SAM-Insights 

Core System. 

A SAM-Insights for Oracle provides solution for 

the unique specialties of the vendor’s Database 

products, and facilitates the contractual iden-

tification of usage. 

Oracle audit process 

After defining the scopes of audit, data collec-

tion is carried out by scripts. Automatic evalua-

tion of script-outputs shows which components 

of the certain product are switched on and in 

use. 

Based on the extracted usage and hardware 

data, and also upon mapping the virtualization 

environment, the system defines usage to be li-

censed. 

The tool supports processing license needs and 

per server usage data extracted from Oracle 



audits, and based on them, determining com-

pliance. It assists creating clear view on Oracle 

Database usage, and preparing plans for li-

cense optimization and reducing under licens-

ing. 

As an independent tool 

In SAM-Insights for Oracle as an independent 

tool (not integrated with SAM-Insights core sys-

tem,) data extracted during data collection are 

available in the form of reports. Comparing 

them with licenses, and preparing the optimal 

license assignment is the task of the license 

consultant. 

For this purpose on demand, SAM-Insights core 

system is available in the form of project li-

cense, too. 

As a SAM-Insights module 

The tool integrated with SAM-Insights core sys-

tem transfers license need detected and per 

server usage data through an interface to the 

core system, where result are registered. 

Due to the specific licensing rules of Oracle, li-

censes purchased usually are subject to differ-

ent rules. Therefore, comparing usage and 

licenses remains a consultant job. 

In compliance statements, commonly used im-

proper method is the full application of current 

rules on the environment. The contractual 

method we apply is more accurate, and may 

result in more favorable compliance state. 

Results of the audit 

A SAM-Insights for Oracle makes software us-

age visible. As a result: 

 operators will be aware of usage to be li-

censed related to their databases, 

 license manager will see license need 

based on usage, 

 relying on the results, IT management will 

get the opportunity of managing Oracle 

license assets instead of following pure 

risk averse strategy. 

Based on the accurate information, and with 

the help of our consultants, audit risks and the 

ways to settle them by licensing methods can 

be discovered. Audit data provides a basis to 

begin license optimization based on usage 

and infrastructure, in order to decrease opera-

tional and investment costs. 

 

 


